
	  
	  
E-bulletin 
Post reflections on the e:collective January Skype meeting 
 
 
 

• Carmen Lamberti: Leaf project- Creating our own page and published in Website- 
Project final outcome to be posted it in a podcast series. Twitter dissemination for 
project process(images and reflections) under #ecollective and #leafproject. 
Outcomes to be consider are: 
Vanessa: Collaborative text should be reflecting and practical. The post production 
comes afterwards not worry at the moment. Aspects in discussion. 
Marina: To hold the visual until the end of project or to create an immediate 
dialogue including what other people done before? 
Caroline leaf project: Interested in the weather- climate change it is published 
Valerie: Project in Brighton, in collaboration with CSR, e:collective group, and 
sustainability globe. 
How to document Sky calls- ideas: 5 minutes drafts to be written and send by email; 
each person to write its own notes. Recording- this is not at consideration.  
 

• Marina Velez: dialogue as conductive and carrier of ideas that are allowed to be 
unfinished and unpolished; 
invitation, continuity, exchange; 
strange sense of familiarity and collectivity, which opens up my own practice;  
feeling that having a concrete project to do together is helping to pin down ideas 
and frame conversations; 
sense of looking forward to seeing how other people react to the leaf project. 
 

• Caroline Wendling: The Leaf came in a beautiful box wrapped in cotton wool. The 
fragility of the object, its whiteness resonated with ideas of birth. It took me back to 
how Marina chose to display the leaf during our sharing exhibition at the Ruskin 
Gallery in Cambridge at the end of the Sustainability 2015 residency. It sat there on 
a white shelf against a white wall. The object came out of a machine; a 3D printer 
following the instructions of the designer: Magda Diks who also happened to be my 
collaborator. As soon as I saw this fragile object that was designed to be used as a 
stamp, I decided that I wanted to work with materials others than traditional 
materials associated with printing. I wanted to use the weather. Something fragile 
just as how I perceived the matrix. I thought of using air, condensation, water, ice, 
etc. 

 
We had such a strange end of year with very mild temperatures. The last few days 
are more what you would expect in England: we have now cold weather. 
Yesterday I got up to a white landscape. I always feel a sense of renewal, of new 
beginning when the outside world is covered with a white coat. The snow was 
rather wet and was the kind that would not stay very long. Restricted with time, I 
walked around my garden and made the image I am sending today. The bright 
white coat was already melting adding more water to the already wet soil.   

 
Today Sally came to my studio, I share my trials and response with her and most 
importantly I gave her the leaf in its box. 

  



	  
 

• Bridget Harvey: 
 

 
 

• Vanessa Saraceno: the process of working in collaborative project is always very 
slow. During the e:collective Skype calls, I always feel overwhelmed by the ideas 
and intuitions that arise when you interact with the whole group. Every time I hear 
people discussing about their projects (as Caroline’s Leaf project, which was the 
focus of our last e-meeting), I always start thinking on how to deliver that project to 
the general public, and of course there are so many ways to do this. However, such 
joyful reflection gets somehow contradicted by the doubts that usually arise as 
soon as I find myself alone again, wondering here in my desk the kind of ‘form’ this 
communication should have. This too should be discussed collaboratively, but 
how? The only thing I am sure about -as for now- is that the simple fact of being 
together allows even the most absurd and irrational thoughts to be considered as 
incredibly valid, and ready to be realised. Not sure if this is good or bad; for sure, this 
makes a project like the e-collective (and the Leaf project too) as amazing 
opportunity, opening the path to infinite creative possibilities. 

 
• Valerie Furhnam: Printmaking with something fragile.printmaking with the weather. 

A dialogue has formed out of a precious box containing 1 leaf that has now started 
its journey. It has already started in my imagination and seeing it’s imprint shown to 
me in an email it feels like this simple object is becoming something 
precious/something shared. How we interpret this object will depend on where it 
has been and how we receive it but i am looking forward to seeing it on its journey. 

	  


